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Abstract

Purpose:Here, we report results of the first phase I study of
erdafitinib, a potent, oral pan-FGFR inhibitor.

Patients andMethods: Patients age�18 years with advanc-
ed solid tumors for which standard antineoplastic therapy
was no longer effective were enrolled (NCT01703481).
Parts 2 to 4 employed molecular screening for activating
FGFR genomic alterations. In patients with such alterations,
two selected doses/schedules identified during part 1 dose-
escalation [9 mg once daily and 10mg intermittently (7 days
on/7 days off), as previously published (Tabernero JCO
2015;33:3401-8)] were tested.

Results: The study included 187 patients. The most com-
mon treatment-related adverse events were hyperphosphate-
mia (64%), dry mouth (42%), and asthenia (28%), generally
grade 1/2 severity. All cases of hyperphosphatemia were grade
1/2 except for 1 grade 3 event. Skin, nail, and eye changes were

observed in 43%, 33%, and 28% of patients, respectively
(mostly grade 1/2 and reversible after temporary dosing inter-
ruption). Urothelial carcinoma and cholangiocarcinoma were
most responsive to erdafitinib, with objective response rates
(ORR) of 46.2% (12/26) and 27.3% (3/11), respectively, in
response-evaluable patients with FGFR mutations or fusions.
All patients with urothelial carcinoma and cholangiocarci-
noma who responded to erdafitinib carried FGFR mutations
or fusions. Median response duration was 5.6 months for
urothelial carcinoma and 11.4 months for cholangiocarci-
noma. ORRs in other tumor types were <10%.

Conclusions: Erdafitinib shows tolerability and prelimi-
nary clinical activity in advanced solid tumors with genomic
changes in the FGFR pathway, at two different dosing sche-
dules and with particularly encouraging responses in urothe-
lial carcinoma and cholangiocarcinoma.

Introduction
The FGF signaling pathway has been implicated in the devel-

opment and progression of malignancy, with several FGFR alter-
ation types shown to induce carcinogenesis in preclinical models,
and in acquired treatment resistance (1–4). FGFR may drive
malignancy via several mechanisms including enhanced kinase
domain activation, ligand-independent receptor dimerization, or
altered FGF ligand affinity, gene amplifications, or gene fusions
involving FGFR1-3 and a variety of different partners (e.g.,TACC1,
TACC3, BAIAP2L1, and BICC1; refs. 1, 3, 5–12). Although the
underlying role of FGFR alterations in a given tumor type has not
been fully elucidated, accumulating preclinical data supports that
they have transforming activity and influence sensitivity to FGFR
inhibition (3, 10). Reported prevalence rates of FGFR mutations
and gene fusions for a given tumor type have typically been <10%
but with some exceptions, most notably urothelial carcinoma,
for which FGFR3 mutations have been documented in up to
80% of nonmuscle-invasive cases and in up to 20% of muscle-
invasive cases; FGFR3 amplification and translocations have also
been observed in urothelial carcinoma (1, 3). A recent analysis of
412 cases of muscle-invasive bladder cancer within The Cancer
Genome Atlas identified 784 gene fusions in these samples, of
which FGFR3-TACC3 was the most common (11). In addition,
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fusions between FGFR2 and AHCYL1 or BICC1 have been iden-
tified in 14% of cases of intrahepatic cholangiocarcinoma, which
have been associated not only with oncogenic potential but also
with sensitivity to FGFR inhibition (13).

Erdafitinib (JNJ-42756493) is a potent, oral pan-FGFR tyrosine
kinase inhibitor with IC50 values in the low nanomolar range for
all members of the FGFR family (FGFR1 to FGFR4; ref. 14). It has
demonstrated potent inhibition of cell proliferation in FGFR
pathway–activated cancer cell lines from multiple origins and in
vivo antitumor activity in mouse xenograft models of FGFR-
driven tumors (14), as well as antiproliferative effects in FGFR
fusion–overexpressing cell lines (10). Here, we report results of
the first-in-human study of erdafitinib, a four-part study with a
dose–escalation cohort (part 1) followed by several expansion
cohorts (parts 2–4). Dose–escalation findings in part 1 have been
published previously (15). This article captures the final safety
and efficacy results in addition to keypharmacokinetic parameters
in parts 1 and 2 and pharmacodynamic observations across all
four parts of this phase I study.

Patients and Methods
This study was initiated in 2012 and enrolled patients age �18

years with advanced solid tumors for which standard antineoplas-
tic therapy was no longer effective (NCT01703481). Across all four
parts, standard eligibility criteria applied, including radiographic-
ally measurable or clinically evaluable tumors; an Eastern Cooper-
ative Oncology Group (ECOG) performance status of 0 or 1; and
adequate bone marrow, liver, and renal function. The study was
conducted in accordance with the Declaration of Helsinki, the
ICHGCP guidelines, and other applicable regulatory requirements.
Human investigations were performed after approval by an ethical
committee or Institutional Review Board at each study site, and a
signed informed consent form was obtained from each patient.

Details regarding the methodology of parts 1 (dose escalation)
and 2 (pharmacodynamics cohort) have been published previ-
ously (15). In brief, part 1 followed a 3þ3 design, with patients
receiving ascending doses of erdafitinib at 0.5, 2, 4, 6, 9, or 12mg

once daily (21-day cycles). Later, two doses were also evaluated
at 10 or 12 mg given as intermittent dosing, 7 days on/7 days off
(28-day cycles). Two recommended phase 2 doses (RP2D) were
established: parts 2 and 3used thefirst RP2Dof 9mgdaily dosing,
and part 4 used the second RP2D of intermittent dosing schedule
at 10 mg with the option to increase to 12 mg based on observed
phosphate level. Parts 2 to 4 of the study employed molecular
screening for activating FGFR genomic alterations, identified
either via local screening or centrally at a Sponsor-appointed
laboratory. In parts 2 and 3, tumors were required to be KRAS
wild-type and have any of the following FGFR alterations: ampli-
fications, activating mutations, or gene fusions; or other molec-
ular alterations leading to activation of the FGFR pathway. Acti-
vating mutations were those outside of the valine gatekeeper
position of the FGFRs (e.g., FGFR1 V561; FGFR2 V564; FGFR3
V555; and FGFR3 V550), which are predicted to confer resistance
to reversible FGFR kinase inhibitors, and additional mutations
not known to predict resistance to FGFR kinase inhibitors (per
published literature). In part 4, tumors were required to have
FGFR-activating mutations or FGFR fusions.

In anticipation of hyperphosphatemia, an expected effect of
FGFR inhibition (a class effect due to FGFR inhibition in renal
proximal tubules), a dose interruption guideline was develop-
ed: erdafitinib was to be withheld if phosphate levels reached
7.0 mg/dL, along with restriction of phosphate intake and treat-
ment with sevelamer. If phosphate levels reached 9.0 mg/dL,
treatment with acetazolamide was also to be instituted, and at
10.0 mg/dL, treatment was to be permanently discontinued.

Study evaluations
Safety was assessed by physical examination, eye exam, vital

signs, ECOG performance status, hematology/biochemistry, and
electrocardiography (ECG), which was performed at baseline; on
days 0, 7 (intermittent) or 8 (daily), and 15 in cycle 1; on day 1 for
subsequent cycles; and at study completion. Patients were mon-
itored for treatment-emergent adverse events (TEAEs) until
30 days after the treatment period, and TEAEs were graded per
National Cancer Institute Common Terminology Criteria for
Adverse Events (version 4.0). Efficacy assessments using RECIST
version 1.1 were performed every 8 weeks in parts 1 and 4 and
every 6 weeks in parts 2 and 3, with the frequency extended to
every 12 weeks after 1 year on study.

Pharmacokinetic and pharmacodynamic assessments
Details regarding the sampling performed for the pharmaco-

kinetic and pharmacodynamic analyses in part 1 are published
elsewhere (15). In part 2, serial blood samples were collected for
drug concentrationmeasurement on cycle 1 day 1 and cycle 2 day
1, up to 24 hours after dose. Pharmacokinetic parameters were
estimated using noncompartmental analysis (Phoenix WinNon-
lin software; Pharsight Corporation, Certara, L.P.). Sparse phar-
macokinetic blood samples were collected in parts 3 and 4 of the
study. Phosphate changes from baseline were correlated with
response to erdafitinib (as described in the Results).

Statistical analysis
Descriptive statistics were used for the analysis of all study data.

Safety and antitumor efficacy outcomes were reported for all
treated patients, with efficacy also reported for patients evaluable
for response or patients with FGFR alterations. Time events were
estimated using the Kaplan–Meier method.

Translational Relevance

A first-in-human phase I study of erdafitinib was conducted
to characterize erdafitinib pharmacokinetics/pharmacody-
namics; determine recommended dosing for future develop-
ment; and test the feasibility of molecular screening for FGFR
genomic alterations. Two recommended phase 2 doses were
established. Serum phosphate levels were identified as a
robust pharmacodynamic marker for erdafitinib, and phos-
phate level increases were shown to correlate with clinical
response to treatment. Data from this study established a
clinical focus on patients with tumors positive for FGFR
mutations and gene fusions, and identified urothelial carci-
noma and cholangiocarcinoma as highly responsive tumor
types to erdafitinib. The clinical observations across tumor
types, the predictive value of specific FGFR alterations and
types, and the utility of serum phosphate levels as a potential
biomarker for erdafitinib treatment outcomes have the poten-
tial to influence future treatment of patients with FGFR-
positive tumors, warranting further investigation.
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Results
A total of 187 patients were enrolled over the course of the

study, forwhombaseline demographic and clinical characteristics
are shown in Table 1. As of the clinical cutoff of January 03, 2017,
one patient in part 4 remained on treatment with most of the
other 186 patients discontinuing treatment due to progression of
disease (n ¼ 157, 84%). Other reasons for discontinuation
included an AE (n ¼ 13, 7%), withdrawal of consent (n ¼ 7,
4%), investigator decision to discontinue (n¼ 5, 3%), death (n¼
3, 2%), and intolerability to sevelamer (n¼ 1, 0.5%). Note, at the
time of clinical cutoff, one patient (0.5%) was still on treatment.

FGFR alterations by tumor type are presented in Table 2. Over-
all, 135 patients (72%) had an identifiable FGFR alteration, the
most common being FGFRmutations and fusions in 58 patients

(31%). An additional 45 patients (24%) had FGFR amplifica-
tions, five patients (3%) had FGFRmutation/fusion coalterations
(Supplementary Table S2), and 52 patients (28%) had an FGFR
status that was undetermined or negative.

Across all dose levels, the median treatment duration was
1.7months (range, 0.2–23.4months). Patients received amedian
of 2.0 cycles (range, 1–31), and 45 patients (24%) had received
�6 cycles, including 21 patients (11%) treated with �9 cycles.

As published previously (15), the MTDwas not defined in part
1, as only one dose-limiting toxicity [aspartate transaminase
(AST)] was observed among seven patients treated at the highest
dose level of 12 mg daily.

Safety
Treatment-related TEAEs with an overall incidence �10% are

summarized in Table 3. The most common were hyperphospha-
temia (64%), dry mouth (42%), and stomatitis (37%), generally
of grade 1/2 severity. All cases of hyperphosphatemia were grade
1/2 in severity except for one patient with a grade 3 event. Skin
changes were observed in 43% of patients [most commonly dry
skin (29%) and hand–foot syndrome (11%)], nail changes in
33% of patients [most commonly onycholysis (11%) and nail
dystrophy (9%)], and eye disorders in 28% of patients [most
commonly dry eye (13%) and blurred vision (4%)]. Chorioreti-
nopathy, retinal detachment, and retinal edema were reported by
two patients each, and detachment of retinal pigment epithelium
and retinopathy were reported by one patient each. The majority
of skin, nail, and eye toxicities were grade 1/2 in severity and
reversible once treatment was temporarily interrupted or, less
frequently, permanently discontinued.

Anemia was the most frequently reported grade 3 TEAE (n ¼ 17,
9%), followed by stomatitis (n ¼ 12, 6%). Other grade 3 TEAEs
with an incidence �5% were general physical health deterioration
(6%), asthenia (5%), AST increased (5%), and hyponatremia (6%).

Eighty-eight patients (47%) experienced serious TEAEs. General
physical health deterioration was the most common serious TEAE
(n ¼ 13, 7%), an indication of the advanced cancer status of the
study population and this study's database setup of capturing
clinical progression as TEAEs. Abdominal pain, intestinal obstruc-
tion, anddyspnea eachoccurred in sevenpatients (4%). Treatment-
related serious TEAEs were recorded for 13 patients (7%); of these,
only anemia (n ¼ 2) was reported in >1 patient.

A total of 32 patients (17%) died during the conduct of the
study, with 26 deaths (14%) within 30 days of last dose. Pro-
gression of disease was identified as the primary cause of death for
23 patients (12%). The primary cause of death was AEs for nine

Table 1. Patient demographic and baseline characteristics (N ¼ 187)

Characteristic Number of patients (%)

Age, y
Median 60
Range 21–84

Sex
Female 107 (57)
Male 80 (43)

Race
White 170 (91)
Black 4 (2)
Asian 5 (3)
Unknown/not reported 8 (4)

ECOG performance status
0 64 (34)
1 122 (65)
2 1 (<1)

Site of primary cancer
Breast 36 (19)
Urothelial 30 (16)
Non–small cell lung 24 (13)
Glioblastoma 13 (7)
Cholangiocarcinoma 11 (6)
Ovarian 11 (6)
Head and neck 11 (6)
Gastric 2 (1)
Other 49 (26)

Prior cancer therapy
Surgery 142 (76)
Radiotherapy 187 (100)
Systemic therapy 186 (99)
Biological 39 (21)
Chemotherapy 181 (97)
Immunotherapy 26 (14)

Table 2. FGFR alterations by tumor type

FGFR alteration
Indication (n) Unknowna Amplification Mutation Fusion Coalterationb Any alteration

Cholangiocarcinoma (n ¼ 11) 0 1 (9%) 3 (27%) 8 (73%) 0 11 (100%)
Glioblastoma (n ¼ 13) 0 4 (31%) 3 (23%) 13 (100%) 3 (23%) 13 (100%)
Urothelial (n ¼ 30) 3 (10%) 4 (13%) 17 (57%) 11 (37%) 1 (3%) 27 (90%)
Non–small cell lung (n ¼ 24) 4 (17%) 5 (21%) 10 (42%) 8 (33%) 0 20 (83%)
Breast (n ¼ 36) 7 (19%) 21 (58%) 7 (19%) 6 (17%) 0 29 (81%)
Ovarian (n ¼ 11) 3 (27%) 2 (18%) 3 (27%) 6 (55%) 1 (9%) 8 (73%)
Head and neck (n ¼ 11) 5 (45%) 1 (9%) 5 (45%) 1 (9%) 0 6 (55%)
Gastric (n ¼ 2) 1 (50%) 1 (50%) 0 0 0 1 (50%)
Other (n ¼ 49) 29 (59%) 6 (12%) 9 (18%) 5 (10%) 0 20 (41%)
aUnknown includes subjects for whom FGFR alteration (amplification, mutation, or fusion) status was undetermined or negative and includes one subject with
activated FGFR pathway (FRS2 gene amplification) but no known FGFR alteration.
bCoalteration includes subjects with two categories of FGFR alterations (fusion, mutation).
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patients (5%), two of which were considered related to study drug
(intracranial hemorrhage, in a patient with glioblastoma who
received two doses of erdafitinib 10-mg intermittent and tumor
bleeding inapatientwith squamous cell carcinomaof thehead and
neck who received 14 doses of erdafitinib 10-mg intermittent).

Twenty-two patients (12%) discontinued treatment due to
TEAEs; the most common TEAEs included general health deteri-
oration (n ¼ 5), asthenia (n ¼ 2), and AST increase (n ¼ 2), of
whom eight (4%) were considered to be treatment related (indi-
vidual cases of onycholysis, hand–foot syndrome, keratitis, dry
mouth, tumor hemorrhage, intracranial hemorrhage, prolonged
ECG QT, and increased AST). Dose modifications included
99 patients (53%) with dose interruptions and 33 patients
(18%) with dose reductions. Hyperphosphatemia was the most
common reason for both dose interruption (n ¼ 47, 25%) and
dose reduction (n ¼ 10, 5%); however, there were no treatment
discontinuations for hyperphosphatemia. Sevelamer was taken
by 39% of patients, acetazolamide by 10%, and sevelamer car-
bonate by 2%.

ECGs were collected extensively throughout the study from all
patients. The overall ECG interpretation of nearly 250,000 tra-
cings found no abnormal, clinically significant findings on treat-
ment.No subjects had an average change frombaseline inQTcFor
QTcB that exceeded 60 msec. Furthermore, average of triplicate
ECG records showed that average QTc values did not exceed
500 msec postbaseline except for two patients. One patient who
had >500 msec QTcB postbaseline had average QTcB above
500 msec at baseline. The other patient who had >500 msec
postbaseline value in averageQTcFwas 3weeks from the last dose
with concomitant condition of worsening chronic kidney disease
(grades 2–3). The investigator reported this abnormal ECG as
grade 3 prolonged ECG QTc and withdrew the patient.

Antitumor efficacy
Analysis of objective response rate (ORR) by tumor type

identified urothelial carcinoma and cholangiocarcinoma as can-
cer types that responded to erdafitinib. Analysis of response-
evaluable patients harboring FGFR genomic alterations (muta-
tions or fusions) resulted in an ORR of 46% (12/26) in urothelial
carcinoma and 27% (3/11) in cholangiocarcinoma. All patients
with urothelial carcinoma and cholangiocarcinoma who

responded to treatment with erdafitinib carried FGFR mutations
or gene fusions.

Of 30 urothelial carcinoma patients enrolled, 27 exhibited an
FGFRmutation and/or gene fusion (17 with an FGFR3mutation,
11 with FGFR fusion, and two harboring both an FGFR3mutation
andFGFR2 fusion).Onepatient, enrolled inpart 1of the study,was
negative for FGFR alterations, and another patient in part 3 of the
study harbored an amplification in the FRS2 gene, a downstream
mediator of FGFR signaling. The ORR in the all treated urothelial
carcinoma population was 12 of 30 (40%), and 12 of 26 (46%) in
the FGFRmutation and fusion-positive population. For urothelial
carcinoma patients, 10were treatedwith continuous dosing (9mg
daily), and16were treatedwith intermittent schedule (15 at 10mg
and 1 at 12 mg) and the response rate was numerically higher at
70% with 9 mg daily than 32% with intermittent dosing
(Table 4; Fig. 1A). The median duration of response for all 12
responders with urothelial carcinomawas 5.6 months, withmedi-
an progression-free survival (PFS) of 5.1 months (Fig. 2A).

All 11 cholangiocarcinoma patients enrolled harbored an
FGFR mutation or gene fusion (three with FGFR mutations and
eight with FGFR fusions). The ORR in the all-treated and FGFR
alteration–positive population was three of 11 (27%) for cho-
langiocarcinoma. For cholangiocarcinoma patients, 10 of 11were
treated with intermittent schedule, and the sole patient treated at
9 mg daily did not respond (Table 4; Fig. 1B). The median
duration of response for all three cholangiocarcinoma responders
was 11.4 months.

Among 92 response-evaluable patients with FGFR mutations
or fusions, there were 19 partial responses (21%) and 19 patients
(21%) with SD (Table 4; Fig. 1C).

Across indications, 23 response-evaluable patients were
enrolled on study whose tumors harbored FGFR gene amplifica-
tion in the absence of a reported FGFR mutation or fusion.
Nineteen patients harbored an FGFR1 amplification [13 breast,
one colorectal cancer, two endometrial, one melanoma, one
neuroendocrine carcinoma, and one non-small cell lung cancer
(NSCLC)]; three patients harbored FGFR2 amplification (two
breast and one NSCLC); and one gallbladder patient harbored
an FGFR3 amplification. Aside from two responders with breast
cancer (both harboring FGFR2 amplification), little activity was
observed in patients harboring FGFR gene amplifications.

Table 3. Treatment-emergent drug-related AEs

�4 mg (QD) 6 mg (QD) 9 mg (QD) 10 mg (7d on/7d off) 12 mg (QD) 12 mg (7d on/7d off) Total
n ¼ 14 n ¼ 10 n ¼ 65 n ¼ 78 n ¼ 7 n ¼ 13 N ¼ 187

Any TEAE 10 (71%) 9 (90%) 63 (97%) 71 (91%) 7 (100%) 13 (100%) 173 (93%)
Hyperphosphatemia 5 (36%) 7 (70%) 56 (86%) 33 (42%) 5 (71%) 13 (100%) 119 (64%)
Dry mouth 1 (7%) 6 (60%) 28 (43%) 29 (37%) 6 (86%) 8 (62%) 78 (42%)
Stomatitis 1 (7%) 3 (30%) 34 (52%) 24 (31%) 5 (71%) 2 (15%) 69 (37%)
Asthenia 2 (14%) 4 (40%) 19 (29%) 17 (22%) 6 (86%) 4 (31%) 52 (28%)
Dry skin 0 1 (10%) 18 (28%) 19 (24%) 6 (86%) 5 (38%) 49 (26%)
Dysgeusia 1 (7%) 1 (10%) 19 (29%) 18 (23%) 4 (57%) 5 (38%) 48 (26%)
Decreased appetite 0 0 18 (28%) 16 (21%) 3 (43%) 5 (38%) 42 (22%)
Diarrhea 1 (7%) 1 (10%) 16 (25%) 18 (23%) 0 2 (15%) 38 (20%)
Alopecia 0 1 (10%) 15 (23%) 10 (13%) 5 (71%) 2 (15%) 33 (18%)
Nausea 0 2 (20%) 17 (26%) 10 (13%) 0 1 (8%) 30 (16%)
Constipation 1 (7%) 0 14 (22%) 8 (10%) 1 (14%) 2 (15%) 26 (14%)
Dry eye 0 1 (10%) 11 (17%) 8 (10%) 2 (29%) 3 (23%) 25 (13%)
Fatigue 0 0 11 (17%) 12 (15%) 0 1 (8%) 24 (13%)
Onycholysis 0 0 5 (8%) 9 (12%) 3 (43%) 3 (23%) 20 (11%)
Hand–foot syndrome 0 0 9 (14%) 6 (8%) 3 (43%) 2 (15%) 20 (11%)
Vomiting 1 (7%) 1 (10%) 11 (17%) 4 (5%) 0 2 (15%) 19 (10%)

Abbreviation: QD, once daily.
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Partial response was achieved for 21 of 187 patients (11%)
based on the all-treated population (Table 4) and for 21 of
164 patients (12.8%) based on the response-evaluable popula-
tion. ORRs in other tumor types were all less than 10%: ovarian,
breast, NSCLC, and other cancers were 9% (1/11), 9% (3/34),
5% (1/21), and 2% (1/58), respectively. Among responders, time
to initial response was rapid, with a median of 1.8 months
(range, 1.1–17.0 months). Median duration of response for
responding patients was 9.0 months. Median PFS for all patients
was 2.3 months with a follow-up period of 6 months.

Pharmacokinetics/pharmacodynamics
Pharmacokinetics of erdafitinib. Selected pharmacokinetic para-
meters and concentration–time profiles derived at day 1 of cycle
1 and cycle 2 are presented in Supplementary Table S1 and
Supplementary Fig. S1, respectively. After a single dose, median
time tomaximumconcentration (Tmax)wasdose-independent and
ranged from1 to3hours after dose across the0.5–12mgdose range
(Supplementary Table S1). At steady state, median Tmax values
ranged from 2 to 4 hours, similar to those observed after a single
dose. After continuous daily or intermittent dosing, systemic erda-
fitinib exposure (Cmax, AUC) increased in direct proportion with
the dose following both single and repeated dosing. Erdafitinibwas
characterized by a low total apparent plasma clearance (on average
0.2–0.5 L/h), restricted by the avid protein binding (free fraction on
average 0.25%–0.5%). The unbound fraction was inversely related
to AGP concentrations. The accumulation ratio for AUC ranged

from three- to fivefold after 21 days of continuous daily dosing; the
effective half-life, calculated based on the accumulation ratio, was
42–74 hours, with predicted attainment of steady-state conditions
after approximately 2 weeks of dosing.

Pharmacokinetic parameters for erdafitinib were similar for
both solution and capsule formulations, when the compound
was given with or without sevelamer, and in patients with urothe-
lial carcinoma andwith cholangiocarcinoma comparedwith other
tumor types at the same dose and schedule (data not shown).

Analysis of change from baseline in QTcF (Fridericia) versus
total or unbound plasma concentration of erdafitinib showed no
effect of erdafitinib plasma concentration on change in QTcF.

Correlation of phosphate with erdafitinib concentrations. The rela-
tionships between serum phosphate and erdafitinib plasma
concentration (total and unbound)were explored assuming phos-
phate increases in serum were directly related to the observed
plasma concentrations. The explorationwas performed only when
phosphate levels were measured in serum samples obtained in a
�15-minute window from the collection of the corresponding
pharmacokinetic plasma sample. The modeling indicated a sig-
nificant relationship between phosphate serum concentrations
and total erdafitinib plasma concentrations. The relationship was
best described using an Emax model (Supplementary Fig. S2).

Correlation of phosphate with response to erdafitinib. At 9-mg daily
dosing, an average change of serum phosphate from baseline of

Table 4. Best overall response

�4 mg
(QD)

6 mg
(QD)

9 mg
(QD)

10 mg
(7d on/7d off)

12 mg
(QD)

12 mg
(7d on/7d off) Total

All treated patients n ¼ 14 n ¼ 10 n ¼ 65 n ¼ 78 n ¼ 7 n ¼ 13 N ¼ 187
ORR (95% CI) 0 0 9 (14%) 11 (14%) 0 1 (8%) 21 (11%)

NE NE (7%–25%) (7%–24%) NE (0.2%–36%) (7%–17%)
Partial response 0 0 9 (14%) 11 (14%) 0 1 (8%) 21 (11%)
Stable disease 1 (7%) 2 (20%) 11 (17%) 11 (14%) 2 (29%) 2 (15%) 29 (16%)
Progressive disease 12 (86%) 7 (70%) 36 (55%) 35 (45%) 5 (71%) 9 (69%) 104 (56%)
NE/unknown 1 (7%) 1 (10%) 9 (14%) 21 (27%) 0 1 (8%) 33 (18%)

All tumor types, evaluable with
FGFR mutations or gene fusions

n ¼ 2 n ¼ 30 n ¼ 56 n ¼ 4 n ¼ 92
ORR (95% CI) 0 7 (23%) 11 (20%) 1 (25%) 19 (21%)

NE (10%–42%) (10%–32%) (0.6%–81%) (13%–30%)
Partial response 0 7 (23%) 11 (20%) 1 (25%) 19 (21%)
Stable disease 1 (50%) 7 (23%) 10 (18%) 1 (25%) 19 (21%)
Progressive disease 0 14 (47%) 30 (54%) 2 (50%) 46 (50%)
NE/unknown 1 (50%) 2 (7%) 5 (9%) 0 8 (9%)

Urothelial carcinoma, evaluable with
FGFR mutations or gene fusions

n ¼ 10 n ¼ 15 n ¼ 1 n ¼ 26
ORR (95% CI) 7 (70%) 5 (33%) 0 12 (46%)

(35%–93%) (12%–62%) NE (27%–67%)
Partial response 7 (70%) 5 (33%) 0 12 (46%)
Stable disease 1 (10%) 2 (13%) 1 (100%) 4 (15%)
Progressive disease 2 (20%) 7 (47%) 0 9 (35%)
NE/unknown 0 1 (7%) 0 1 (4%)

Cholangiocarcinoma, evaluable with
FGFR mutations or gene fusions

n ¼ 1 n ¼ 10 n ¼ 11
ORR (95% CI) 0 3 (30%) 3 (27%)

NE (7%–65%) (6%–61%)
Partial response 0 3 (30%) 3 (27%)
Stable disease 0 3 (30%) 3 (27%)
Progressive disease 1 (100%) 4 (40%) 5 (45%)
NE/unknown 0 0 0

Abbreviations: NE, not evaluable; QD, once daily.
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58% (5.4 mg/mL) was observed on cycle 1 day 8 with 62 of 65
subjects assessed. In the 10-mg 7 days on/7 days off cohort,
average changes from baseline phosphate were 64% (5.2 mg/dL)

at cycle 1 day 7 with 76 of 78 patients assessed. Maximum
phosphate elevations were transient with serum phosphate con-
centrations stabilizing over time. For the pharmacodynamic

Figure 1.

Maximal percentage reduction of the sum
of the diameters of targeted lesions from
baseline in response-evaluable patients
with FGFRmutations or gene fusions with
urothelial cancer (A), cholangiocarcinoma
(B), and all tumor types (C).
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analysis, patients were grouped within a dose cohort based on
maximum postbaseline phosphate values into the following
groups: <5.5 mg/dL; 5.5 to <7 mg/dL; 7 to < 9 mg/dL; and
�9 mg/dL. A target pharmacodynamic increase in phosphate of
�5.5mg/dL [whichwas initially chosen based on empirical knowl-
edge from chronic hemodialysis patients (16), and represented
35% over the phosphate upper limit of normal as well as �60%
increase from baseline average in this study] by the end of the first
cycle with continuous dosing was selected for use in determining if
optimal pharmacodynamic range had been achieved.

Of 21 clinical responders, 16 patients (76%) had maximum
postbaseline phosphate values �5.5 mg/dL. Seven of 21 (33%)

responders exhibited maximum phosphate values in the 5.5
to <7 mg/dL range, whereas nine of 21 responders (43%) had
maximum phosphate values in the 7 to <9 mg/dL range. Five
responses (24%) were observed in patients with maximum
postbaseline phosphate levels <5.5 mg/dL; these were all in the
10-mg intermittent dosing cohort.

Discussion
This phase I single-agent study of the oral pan-FGFR inhibitor

erdafitinib, conducted in patients with advanced stage solid
tumors with no standard treatment options, demonstrated the

Figure 2.

PFS for patients with FGFR
mutations or gene fusions with
urothelial cancer (A) and
cholangiocarcinoma (B).
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tolerability of the two RP2Ds of 9-mg daily and 10-mg intermit-
tent dosing. The safety profile described here is both tolerable and
manageable, consistent with those previously reported for part 1
of this study (15) and the expected TEAEs of a potent and selective
FGFR inhibitor. Preliminary evidence of antitumor activity was
seen in FGFR mutation– and fusion–positive, previously treated
advanced urothelial carcinoma and cholangiocarcinoma, two
tumor typeswhere FGFRpathophysiology is known to play a role.

Since our study was initiated, additional insights have been
gained into the role of FGFR alterations in urothelial carcinoma,
cholangiocarcinoma, and other human malignancies and their
potential as therapeutic targets (1, 3, 10, 11, 13). This first-in-
human trial of the erdafitinib represents the largest clinical eval-
uation of FGFR inhibition in advanced urothelial carcinoma to
date, a patient population with substantial unmet needs, given
the high rate of comorbidities that complicate treatment deci-
sions and the lack of an accepted standard of care after first-
line chemotherapy (17–19). Interestingly, whereas efficacy results
for erdafitinib were similar between the two RP2Ds in the overall
sample, a difference was noted with respect to ORR in the
response-evaluable urothelial carcinoma subgroup with FGFR
alterations treated at 9-mg daily (70%) and 10-mg intermittent
(33%) dosing. Cholangiocarcinoma also represents a patient
population with significant unmet needs, and this study high-
lighted the potential for clinical benefit. For cholangiocarcinoma,
in which all patients were treated at 10-mg intermittent except
for one patient who received 9 mg daily, the sample size was
smaller and the ORR was lower relative to urothelial carcinoma;
however, the duration of response was notable at 11.4 months.
Although other clinical trial data regarding the antitumor activity
of FGFR inhibition in urothelial carcinoma and cholangiocarci-
noma remain limited, emerging data are showing responses
across several investigational anti-FGFR compounds in early
clinical development, including BGJ398 (20) and AZD4547 (21)
in urothelial carcinoma, ARQ 087 (22) in cholangiocarcinoma,
and Debio 1347 (23) in both urothelial carcinoma and in
cholangiocarcinoma. Across clinical trials of FGFR inhibitors
irrespective of histology, it appears that the most common type
of alteration (FGFR1 amplification) is not the most sensitive to
treatment and that identifying patientswith relatively uncommon
FGFRmutations and FGFR gene fusions may provide the highest
likelihood for clinical response, posing some challenges with
respect to clinical trial designs while reinforcing the importance
for comprehensive screening (24, 25). Recent preclinical investi-
gations have demonstrated the oncogenic effects of both FGFR2
and FGFR3 fusion genes and their sensitivity to various investi-
gational FGFR inhibitors, of which erdafitinib exhibited the
highest potency (10). Although the current study hypothesized
that targeting the FGFR signaling pathway could result in antitu-
mor effect irrespective of tumor histology, different histologies
harboring FGFR amplifications, mutations, or fusions did not
respond uniformly to erdafitinib treatment. The response was
higher in urothelial carcinoma or cholangiocarcinoma relative
to other tumor types included in the study, and responses were
observed for both FGFR mutation–positive and fusion–
positive patients. FGFR alterations do not behave uniformly
across cancer types; thus, a deeper understanding of biomarker
strategies is warranted.

Hyperphosphatemia was the most frequently reported TEAE,
reported by 65% of patients, but was limited to grade 1/2 severity
and was not responsible for any treatment discontinuations.

Hyperphosphatemia is an expected effect of FGFR inhibitors, in
light of prior findings that FGFR inhibition counteracts renal
FGF-23/Klotho signaling, resulting in CYP27B1 and CYP24A1
deregulation and hypervitaminosis D and hyperphosphatemia
induction (26). Phosphate levels were related to erdafitinib dose
and concentration, and mean phosphate levels peaked across
doses and schedules between day 7/day 8 and day 35/36. When
hyperphosphatemia was first noted by investigators in the current
trial, it resulted in frequent dose interruptions, particularly in the
first and second cycles. Over time, it became apparent that
hyperphosphatemia was an isolated effect which was not accom-
panied by other metabolic abnormalities and was not associated
with skeletal events or renal dysfunction reported as TEAEs.
Subsequent clinical studies with erdafitinib initiated treatment
at less than a 9-mg daily dose to avoid the frequent interruptions
caused by hyperphosphatemia in thefirst cycle. Pharmacodynam-
ic data from this study revealed serumphosphate levels as a robust
pharmacodynamic biomarker for erdafitinib, with preliminary
data from this study indicating that achieving target increases in
serum phosphate �5.5 mg/dL under continuous daily dosing
may be associated with clinical response. A target pharmacody-
namic increase in phosphate of� 5.5mg/dL by the end of the first
cycle was selected for use in determining if optimal PD range had
been achieved, and to aid in dose up-titration in subsequent
studies where appropriate based on modeling data and accumu-
lated clinical data including those from this study (data not
shown). The proportion of responders increased in the patient
population for which the target phosphate threshold was
achieved; with continuous dosing, no responders were observed
at maximum postbaseline phosphate levels <5.5 mg/dL. Achiev-
ing target increases in serum phosphate � 5.5 mg/dL under
continuous daily dosing may facilitate individualized erdafitinib
dosing to maximize opportunities with clinical response. Indi-
vidualizing erdafitinib dosing to achieve the target phosphate
level would be warranted.

Erdafitinib is characterized by linear pharmacokinetics fol-
lowing oral dosing; plasma concentrations increased in direct
proportion with the dose in the 0.5–12 mg range; and pharma-
cokinetics were time-independent after both continuous daily
and intermittent dosing. We found that pharmacokinetic para-
meters did not appear to be influenced by the formulation
(solution, capsules), concomitant use of phosphate-lowering
agents, or tumor type (urothelial carcinoma vs. the all-comers
population). The erdafitinib plasma concentration–time profile
after repeated daily oral dosing was relatively flat. Due to the
sampling strategy, terminal half-life could not be calculated
using standard noncompartmental pharmacokinetic analysis.
However, the mean accumulation ratios based on AUC after
repeated daily dosing allowed estimation of mean effective
half-life ranging from 42 to 74 hours, in agreement with the
values observed in healthy subjects (data on file). Based on these
observations, full steady-state conditions should be achieved
within 14 days of dosing in most patients.

We acknowledge several limitations to our study findings,
including limitations inherent to phase 1 clinical trials in onco-
logy, which are designed primarily to assess dosing and safety/
tolerability. In addition, the molecular selection methods were
varied in this relatively small study, with a wide spectrum of
specific FGFR alterations/variants represented in small numbers
and across multiple tumor types (confounding the ability to
characterize true response rates per specific FGFR alteration). No
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analyses were performed to assess efficacy among FGFR variants
(specific mutations or fusions) or between variant types (muta-
tion vs. fusion) for urothelial carcinoma or cholangiocarcinoma
patients due to small sample sizes. The FGFR variants correlating
with response to erdafitinib will be better defined by the results of
ongoing and future investigations. This study also provides no
insight into coalterations involving genes outside of FGFR var-
iants or circulating free DNA as potential correlative markers.
Based on our findings, outstanding questions also remain regard-
ing the optimal dosing of erdafitinib, given the association of the
continuous dose with not only a higher ORR but also frequent
dose interruptions due to hyperphosphatemia.

In conclusion, erdafitinib shows tolerability and preliminary
evidence of clinical activity in advanced solid tumors, at two
different dosing schedules and with particularly encouraging
responses in urothelial carcinomaand cholangiocarcinoma. Phar-
macokinetics were dose linear and time independent with steady-
state concentrations reached at approximately 2 weeks of dosing.
The observations in urothelial carcinoma and cholangiocarci-
noma, the predictive value of specific FGFR alterations and types,
and the potential use of serum phosphate levels as a pharmaco-
dynamic biomarker for dose modification during erdafitinib
therapy warrant further investigation.
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